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Dark energy from the Trans-Planckian physics1
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Pzza. dei Cavalieri n. 7, 56126-Pisa (Italy)
As yet, there is no underlying fundamental theory for the transplanckian regime.
There is a need to address the issue of how the observables in our present Universe are
affected by processes that may have occurred at superplanckian energies (referred to
as the transplanckian regime). Specifically, we focus on the impact the transplanckian
regime has on the dark energy. We model the transplanckian regime by introducing a
1-parameter family of smooth non-linear dispersion relations which modify the frequen-
cies at very short distances. A particular feature of the family of dispersion functions
chosen is the production of ultralow frequencies at very high momenta k (for k > MP ).
We show that the range of modes with frequencies equal or less than the current Hubble
rate H0 which are still frozen today provides a strong candidate for the dark energy of
the Universe.
1 Introduction
There is strong evidence our Universe is accelerating due to a nearly constant
vacuum energy, the dark energy, that accounts for about 70% of the present total
energy density. Although the SN1a data indicating acceleration is inconclusive,
the observed CMB spectrum (Ω0 ≃ 1.1 ± 0.07) as well as the measurements of
the Hubble constant (i.e. the age of the Universe) strongly support the case
of a universe with a large dark energy component [1]. There are many efforts
in 4 or higher dimensional models that address the issue of producing such a
small vacuum energy from the cosmological fundamental mass scale. An equally
challenging question is why the dark energy is the dominant component today
. From the particle physics point of view, the main task is to explain why its
value is 10−122 in units of the Planck mass MP . Generally in these efforts, either
a large amount of fine-tuning, or the introduction of some ad-hoc, unnaturally
small parameter is required.
We propose in this talk a new approach for the origin of dark energy, which is
based on contributions from the transplanckian regime. This alternative model
makes use of the ‘freeze-out by expansion‘ mechanism of a range of modes in the
transplanckian regime that contribute the correct amount to the dark energy of
the universe, without any fine-tuning and with Mpl as the fundamental scale of
the theory [2].
In an expanding universe, the physical momenta are blueshifted back in time;
therefore some of the observed low values of the momenta today that contribute
to the CMBR spectrum may have originated from the transplanckian regime in
the Early Universe. Similar issues apply to the Hawking radiation in Black Hole
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physics. In a series of papers [3], it was demonstrated that the Hawking radiation
remains unaffected by modifications of the ultra high energy regime, expressed
through the modification of the usual linear dispersion relation at energies larger
than a certain ultraviolet scale kC . Following a similar procedure, in the case
of an expanding Friedmann-Lemaitre-Robertson-Walker (FLRW) spacetime, it
has been showed [4, 2] that the primordial scale invariant power spectrum can
be recovered if the dispersion relation for the metric perturbations is a smooth
function such that it gives rise to an adiabatic time-evolution of the modes.
We incorporate the concept of superstring duality (which applies at trans-
planckian regimes) in the family of dispersion models for the transplanckian
regime below [2] by choosing a particular family of dispersion relations that ex-
hibits dual behavior2, i.e. appearance of ultra-low mode frequencies both at low
and high momenta k.
2 Dark Energy from the “Tail”
Let us start with the generalized Friedmann-Lemaitre-Robertson-Walker (FLRW)
line-element which, in the presence of scalar and tensor perturbations, takes the
form [6]
ds2 = a2(η)
{
−dη2 + [δij + h(η,n)Qδij
+hl(η,n)
Qij
n2
+ hgw(η,n)Qij
]
dxidxj
}
, (1)
where η is the conformal time and a(η) the scale factor. The dimensionless quan-
tity n is the comoving wavevector, related to the physical vector k by k = n/a(η)
as usual. The functions h and hl represent the scalar sector of perturbations while
hgw represents the gravitational waves. Q(x
i) and Qij(x
i) are the eigenfunction
and eigentensor, respectively, of the Laplace operator on the flat spacelike hyper-
surfaces. For simplicity, we will take a scale factor a(η) given by a power law,
a(η) = |ηc/η|β, where β ≥ 1 and |ηc| = β/H(ηc). The initial power spectrum of
the perturbations can be computed once we solve the time-dependent equations
in the scalar and tensor sector. The mode equations for both sectors reduce [6]
to a Klein-Gordon equation of the form
µ′′n +
[
n2 − a
′′
a
]
µn = 0 , (2)
where the prime denotes derivative with respect to conformal time. Therefore,
studying perturbations in a FLRW background is equivalent to solving the mode
equations for a scalar field µ related to the perturbation field in the expanding
background.
2For example, when compactifying superstring theory in a torus topology, of large radius
R and winding radius r, the frequency mode spectrum is dual in the sense that R and r are
related as r = 1/R. This means that each normal mode with a frequency n/R, where n is an
integer, has its dual winding mode with decreasing energy that goes like 1/r = R [5].
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In what follows, we replace the linear relation ω2(k) = k2 = n2/a(η)2 with
a nonlinear dispersion relation (which is the class of Epstein functions) ω(k) =
F (k), such that
n2eff = a(η)
2F (k)2 = n2
(
ǫ1
1 + ex
+
ǫ2e
x
1 + ex
+
ǫ3e
x
(1 + ex)2
)
, (3)
where x = (k/kC)
1/β = A|η|, with A = (1/|ηc|)(n/kC)1/β . This dispersion func-
tion encapsulates the T-duality behaviour.Then, the equation for the scalar and
tensor perturbations, that we need to solve, takes the form
µ′′n +
[
n2eff − (1− 6ξ)
a′′
a
]
µn = 0 . (4)
This equation represents particle production in a time-dependent background.
We use the method of Bogolubov transformation to calculate the spectrum of
particles created and their energy. Although at late time the background is
asymptotically flat, the wavefunction will be in a squeezed state due to the curved
background that mixes positive and negative frequencies. The evolution of the
mode function µn at late times fixes the Bogolubov coefficients αn and βn,
µn →η→+∞ αn√
2Ωoutn
e−iΩ
out
n η +
βn√
2Ωoutn
e+iΩ
out
n η , (5)
with |βn|2 being the Bogolubov coefficient equal to the particle creation number
per mode n, and Ωoutn ≃
√
ǫ1n. Using the linear transformation properties of
hypergeometric functions, we find that
∣∣∣∣∣βnαn
∣∣∣∣∣ = e−2pib˜
∣∣∣∣∣cosh π(d˜+ b˜)cosh π(d˜− b˜)
∣∣∣∣∣ , (6)
where b˜ and d˜ are given in terms of the Epstein parameters [2] ǫi.
The family of of our dispersion models, for the frequency neff , Fig. 1, atten-
uates to zero in the transplanckian regime (ǫ2 = 0), thereby producing ultralow
frequencies at very short distances. Details about the exact solutions to the mode
equations and the spectrum computed through the method of Bogolubov coeffi-
cients can be found in Ref. [2]. The resulting CMBR spectrum is shown to be
(nearly) that of a black body, i.e., (nearly) scale invariant. Below we concentrate
on the energy contained in the ultralow frequencies range of modes, and show
that it is of the same order today as the matter energy density.
For the special features of our choice of dispersion relation Eq. (3), it is
straightforward to calculate: i) which of the transplanckian modes have always
been frozen to the present time and ii) the energy density contained in these
modes. The modes at very high momenta but of ultra low frequencies ω(k) are
frozen for as long as the Hubble expansion rate H of the Universe dominates
over their frequency. We refer to that as the tail of the dispersion graph. In
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Figure 1: Dispersion function and the range of modes in the tail, kH < k <∞.
H0 is the present value of the Hubble constant.
Fig. (1), for the dispersed ω2(k) vs. k, the tail corresponds to all the modes
beyond the point3 kH , where kH is derived by the condition ω
2(kH) = H
2
0 , and
H0 is the Hubble rate today. It then follows that they have not decayed and
redshifted away but are still frozen today. On the other hand, since H has been
a decreasing function of time, many modes, even those in the ultralow frequency
range, have become dynamic and redshifted away one by one, every time the
expansion rate H dropped below their frequency. Clearly, these modes have long
decayed into radiation4, and the tail modes are the only modes still frozen. They
contain vacuum energy of very short distance, hence of very low energy. The last
mode in the tail would decay when and if H = 0. Their time-dependent behavior
when they decay depends on the evolution of H and is complicated because they
contribute to the expansion rate for H .
However we can calculate their contribution to the dark energy today, when
they are still frozen, thereby mimicking a cosmological constant. The energy for
the tail is given by:
〈ρtail〉 = 1
2π2
∫
∞
kH
kdk
∫
ω(k)dω |βk|2 , (7)
where the |βk|2 coefficient can be found in Ref. [2]. We would also like to stress
that due to the dispersion class of functions chosen (defined in the whole range
3It should be noticed that we have an infinite “tail” of modes, with kH < k <∞.
4The reason why they behave as radiation can be traced back at their origin as metric
perturbations. Scalar perturbations produced during inflation do not contribute to the total
energy. Thus, these modes correspond to tensor perturbations, i.e., gravitational waves of very
short distance but ultralow energy.
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of momenta from zero to infinity) the total energy contribution of the modes
produced is finite, and the zero-point vacuum energy (the global cosmological
cosntant) vanishes without the need of applying any renormalization/subtraction
scheme. In a sense, the regularization-renormalization procedure is encoded in
the class of dispersions we postulate.
The numerical calculation of the tail energy produced the following result:
for random different values of the free parameters, the dark energy of the tail is
ρtail = 10
−122f(ǫ1), times less than the total energy during inflation, i.e.
ρtail
ρtotal
=
10−122f(ǫ1) at Planck time. The prefactor f(ǫ1), which depends weakly on the
parameter of the dispersion family ǫ1, is a small number between 1 to 9, which
clearly can contribute at the most by 1 order of magnitude.
This amazing result can be understood qualitatively by noticing that the
behavior of the frequency for the “tail” modes is nearly an exponential decay (see
Eq. (3)), and as such dominates over the other terms in the energy integrand of
Eq. (7):
ω2(k > kC) ≈ exp(−k/kC) , (8)
Hence, due to the decaying exponential, the main contribution to the energy
integral in Eq. (7) comes from the highest value of this exponentially decaying
frequency, which is the value of the integrand at the tail starting point, kH ∼
O(MP ), i.e.,
〈 ρtail
ρtotal
〉 ≈ k
2
H
M4P
ω2(kH) ≈ H
2
0
M2P
≈ 10−122 . (9)
Due to the physical requirement that the tail modes must have always been frozen,
the tail starting frequency ω(kH) is then proportional to the current value of
Hubble rate H0. We suspect that the above result of producing such an extremely
small number for the tail energy without any fine-tuning (and by using MP as
the only fundamental scale of the theory), is generic for any dispersion graph with
a tail. First, all the modes with an ultralow frequency ω < H0 will be frozen and
thus produce dark energy. Secondly, due to this kind of dispersion in the high
momentum regime, the phase space available for the ultra-low frequency modes
with ω(k > kC) gets drastically reduced when compared to the phase space factor
of the degrees of freedom in the case of a non-dispersive transplanckian regime;
controlling in this way these modes contribution to the energy density. Although
the family of dispersion relations that feature a tail, corresponding to vacuum
modes of very short distances was motivated by superstring duality [5] it should
be noted that the latter operates in the target space while the former deals with
a real spacetime.
The tail equation of state, w(t) = 〈p/ρ〉, is an observable that will provide a
test to the model [7], especially with the new data coming in the near future from
the SNAP [8] and SDSS [9] missions. Although it is straightforward to calculate
from the equations above, it is technically difficult because of the strong coupling
to the Friedmann equations.
The tail modes, that are frozen at present, provide a good candidate for the
dark energy as our calculations show. This idea is then a leap forward to this
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longstanding and challenging problem of dark energy, for at least two reasons:
first, inspired by superstring duality, it is very plausible to speak of scenarios with
ultralow frequencies and very high momenta. Secondly, there was no fine-tuning
involved or ad-hoc parameters in the calculation for the dark energy, being a 122
orders of magnitude less than the total energy during inflation.
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